
Year 5 Newsletter – Summer Term 2 

 
Dear Parents/Carers,  

 

Welcome to the last half term of year 5! We hope to make this term meaningful and 

tailored for to the children’s needs as they prepare to transition for year 6. With all that’s 

happening around us, we endeavour to ensure the children receive an enriching and 

exciting last half term. Hopefully this newsletter provides you with a clear overview of what 

your child will be learning this term.  

 

In English, we will be focussing on a classic, Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 

The children will invent their own scrumdiliumptious sweet and advertise it in the 

descriptive style of Roald Dahl using nonsense words. They will create their own character 

using his distinctive identification of absurd behaviour. Culminating both new tasks to write 

the “forgotten chapter” of their own sweet room. This term we will continue to focus on key 

grammar and punctuation skills.   

 

Our Maths focus this half-term will include how to calculate volume of solid shapes. The 

children will explore metric and imperial units of measure and learn how to convert 

between them. We will also learn about properties of shape, exploring angles on a straight 

line, around a point and lengths and angles of shapes. The children will explore properties of 

regular and irregular polygon learning about thier distinguished characteristics. We will also 

endeavour to consolidate any previous learning, during this last term. The children will still 

be having weekly multiplication tests, please can you continue to encourage your child to 

practise their multiplications.  

 

Our Geography topic will be Extreme Earth where we will be finding out about Earth’s 

climate and areas of extreme temperatures. The children will also find out about 

earthquakes, tsunamis and volcanoes and understand what causes them and how are they 

are formed. 

 

 

 



 

In Science, our topic will be about The Water Cycle. The children will describe and 

understand key aspects of the water cycle in the context of explaining the water cycle. They 

will investigate the process of evaporation and condensation. Plus look at how drinking 

water is cleaned and further develop their understanding of the causes and effects of water 

pollution. 

 

In Computing, children will be working on various writing and art projects linked to their 

topic of ‘Extreme Earth’. This will include creating a Mascham as a weather reporter; writing 

a postcard from different climate regions, writing a safety email about tsunamis and a news 

report about earthquakes. 

 

Finally, our “big question” in Religion this term is:    Peace and Understanding faith in...?  In 

this unit, we will explore what peace means and meaningful actions. The children will get to 

learn about peace in different religions and compare them. They will have an exciting 

project to explore their own faith in the local community and discuss how they think the 

community of Isle of dogs has been enriched by diversity of faiths.  

 

 

 

If you have any questions or queries, please do not hesitate to contact us.  

 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Ms Jessica Dewan, Miss Susan Sorrell, Jo, Tam, Hannah and Khairun.  

 

 

 

 



 


